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The Social Farm

Name of Social Farm: Social Farm - Małgorzata and Grzegorz Oparka

Address: Lubniewice 59

Website: http://www. opieka. kpAAC.pl/en/en/green-care/profile- farms/

E-mail: sgo@poczta.onet.pl ; gosia.oparka@onet.eu
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Profile of the Farmer

Name of Farmer: Małgorzata and Grzegorz Oparka

Age: 18-30 years O; 31-40 years O; 41-50 years O; 51-60 years O; older than 60 years O

Sex: male O; female O;

Education:
- Course for mentors for the elderly and people with disabilities
- Agricultural professional qualifications
- First aid course
- Psychological tests - service provider personnel
- Life envelope [written records of medication taken and medical history]
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Profile of the Farmer
Why did they engage in Social Farming:

They learned about the Social Farming activity from a local newspaper and from the LAG and
AAC websites. The main factor that led them to engage in this type of activity was the care of
a mother-in-law who was ill (100 years old and in need of constant care).
The whole procedure to open a GOI was that at first there was a recruiting questionnaire
[people who wanted to open a holding volunteered to apply for AAC]. Then there was a
course for the caretaker of elderly and people with disabilities. The farms did not provide
any training. The accredited farm received financial resources from the Marshal's Office in
Toruń [minimum salary 2250 PLN + financial resources for renting premises]. According
to the guidelines, the farm had to provide 1 living room, 1 rest room, access to the
kitchen, bathroom and toilet. On the other hand, substantive assistance was provided
by AAC Minikowo.
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Profile of the responsible or relevant Organization/
Association/ Entrepreneur

Name of the organisation: Marshal's Office in Toruń - financing within the project
Green Care / AAC in Minikowo - practice [content-related service]

Type of Organisation: AAC in Minikowo and Marshal's Office in Toruń

Size of the Organisation: 75 persons AAC Minikowo / Marshal's Office 432 persons

Personnel education:
- Tertiary and secondary education
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Entrepreneurial orientation of the farmer (or the 
organization/ association) Entrepreneurial orientation of 
the farmer (or organization/association)

Who is/are the key person(s) for success in the Social Farm?

- Supervising organisations caring about the farm and financing it are AAC in Minikowo 
and Marshal's Office in Toruń 

- Małgorzata Oparka and her husband Grzegorz volunteer [help with transporting 
people].

- Positive setting
- Service providers' attitude: open-minded, talkative, positive towards people, patient,
creative, committed to the KGW.
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Entrepreneurial orientation of the farmer (or the
organization/association)

What are the future plans for farm and Social Farming?

- Establishment of the 'Wonders of garlands’ Foundation in Lubiewice.
- Writing a project for the following years, i.e. for the year 50 thousand PLN.
- The project was written to the Marshal's Office in Toruń and has now received a 

positive decision, therefore, it will continue to be a constitutional care provider for
the elderly.
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Profile of the Farm Family

Family members engaged in agriculture:

- Fabian – son, 13 years old, middle school, involved [board games and cards, help 
with walking]

- Sebastian - son, 18, middle school, engaged [board games, repair jobs, company]
- Husband Grzegorz, 50, middle-aged [preparing lunches because he opened

a catering company]
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Profile of the Staff involved

Staff involved in Social Farming:

- Support during holidays [Ms. Małgosia's replacement] - two women who 
conduct the workshops;

- A Social Welfare Centre trainee who has completed a course in caring for
older people and has completed a 6-month apprenticeship.
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Profile of the Farm

Type of farm:

- Animal production [pigs] until 2018; no animal production at present
- The holding has 6 ha including mixed plant production, rye and triticale.
- Grzegorz works on the farm full-time
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Profile of the Social Farm

Size of farm: 11 ha including 5 ha of forests

Year farms commenced: 2000

Year Social Farming commenced: 2015 [October] Course for carers of elderly and
people with disabilities. The first patients were supported from January 2, 2017 and the
last group at the end of 2018 [June].
- 3 groups of 5 patients [each group for 6 months];
- Mixed groups, including two gentlemen;
- The youngest person was 62 years old and the oldest was 88 years old;
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Social Farm Activities

Types of activities offered on the holding:

- painting workshops, baking,
- joint cooking
- frequent trips to the cemetery,
- short occasional trips for coffee and tea,
- handicraft workshops, garlands, decoupage, production of cosmetics,
- painting eggs for baubles,
- sewing felt shopping bags,
- 7 hectares of forest, and 4 hectares
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• Farming activity

O Farming with animals O Farming without animals

• Multifunctional activity
O Direct Marketing O Processing O Agri-Tourism O Other Activities aligned to pure farming 
business

• Social Farming activity
X Therapy x Recreation x Care/ Day Care x Integration x Inclusion

Profile of the Social Farm
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Social Farm Participants

Profile of Social Farm participants:

They are mainly pensioners, lonely people,
- 1 group consisted of 5 people and 3 groups;
- There were two gentlemen joining together;
- The age of the participants is 62-88 years;
- They participated in all the work without any problems;
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Social Farm Participants
How many participants use the Social Farm: 5
How often do participants attend: Monday-Friday from 6 to 8 h.[8.00-16.00]
Short-term, whole days
How are the participants supported to use the Social Farm:
e.g. by the farmer alone, with other service providers

- Assisting with activities in the workshop,
- The participants received for a month 167 PLN for access to the farm,
- The whole stay was free [they didn't pay for anything].
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Social Farm Participants

Main Benefit of the activities for participants:
O Being in the environment of farming (NATURE EXPERIENCE)
x working with the farmer (SOCIAL CONTACT)
X doing handicraft work (PERSONAL SUCCESS)
O other; please specify
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Training Information and support

How did the farmer get the information and training to start working? From AAC in Minikowo

Does the farmer engage in continuous training in Social Farming? YES

Who provides training in Social Farming? AAC and the Marshal's Office 

Is it free of charge or not? YES

What types of training are needed for new or interested farmers to become involved in Social
Farming?

- Psychological tests;
- First aid course;
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Social Farmer Quote/ Recommendation to
other farmers interested

It's worth being a social worker!

It was worth it because the 'Wonders of garlands’ Foundation was established.

The owner was more involved in this initiative.
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Małgorzata and Grzegorz Oparka-
owners of a nursing home

Farm
participants
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Farm participants - embroidery of felt bags
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Farm participants - baking donuts on Fat Thursday
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Farm participants - preparation of decorations
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